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Surface ultraviolet radiation is an increasing concern for human health. Its variability is well-known to depend on
ozone levels but also on aerosols, clouds, and albedo. Reunion Island is located in the tropics, where ozone column
is rather low. In addition, this island is mountainous and the marine atmosphere is often clean with low aerosol
concentration. Thus, measurements shows much higher UV index compared to other site at the same latitude or at
mid-latitude.1
In order to study ultraviolet radiation variability and its relationship to ozone, we need long-term data series to be
able to detect trends. There are only a few ground-based measurements of surface irradiance in the Indian Ocean
and for a limited time period, we want to reproduce these data from parameters governing surface uv radiation,
and extend these series for longer period. To do so, we have developed a local parametrization using Tropospheric
Ultraviolet and Visible Model (TUV2 ) and compared it to multiple years of ground based measurements of surface
irradiance obtained from a BENTHAM DM300 spectroradiometer starting from early 2009 to present.
This spectroradiometer is composed of a two monochromators and has a wavelength range of 280-450 nm. In this
study, we used action spectrum published by the International Commission on Illumination to calculate erythemal
weighted and vitamin D weighted ultraviolet.
Only clear-sky ultraviolet radiations are modeled, therefore we need to sort-out clear sky measurements. We used
observer’s reports as a first approximation to detect cloudy conditions and from there fit our clear-sky points with
a gaussian function in order to establish long-term clear-sky measurements. We also follow Long and Ackerman3
methods to determine clear-sky conditions from solar irradiance.
Multiple model inputs have been tested and evaluated against observations. For ozone total column we used ground
based measurements from SAOZ spectrometer and satellite measurements from OMI and SBUV instruments,
ozone profile come from radio-soundings and DIAL lidar operated locally. Aerosol optical properties come from
a local aerosol climatology established using a CIMEL photometer.
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